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Should David Dewhurst have done anything to help get his relative 
out of jail in Allen?

• "Bad on many levels - poor 
judgment for the Lt. Gov to call. Plus 
he wasn't even successful. Since he felt 
compelled to take action, he should 
have engaged an attorney on his 
relative's behalf." 

• "A quick call to inquire about her 
status might have been OK, but that's 
it." 

• "He should have contacted a good 
lawyer PERIOD." 

• "His instinct to help was admirable, 
but his approach was flawed. It would 
have been better to have a legal 
representative make the contact and 
provide financial help to the relative if 
and as needed." 

• "That's what you have staff for. You 
don't know anyone who can make the 
call, say, I don't know, a Senator?? 
Amateur." 

• "He should have called his lawyer 
and then let his lawyer handle it." 

• "Family is family, but..." 

• "Although the overall tone of the 
phone call was polite, he probably 
shouldn't have immediately identified 
himself as the Lieutenant Governor." 

• "Well, it's one of those calls to tell 
your relative you will make but you 
don't." 
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• "But not what he did. He could have 
followed the process, and tried to post 
bond through the central jail, without 
throwing his position around." 

• "Yes, but giving his résumé over the 
phone was over the line." 

• "I admire his misuse of political 
power on behalf of a relative. So much 
better than 'get on down the road'." 

• "He should have called a lawyer to 
deal with it like the rest of us would 
have." 

• "Have a lawyer, staffer, or friend 
call like every other public official 
does." 

• "How about hire her a lawyer and 
staying out of the way. Poor judgment 
by David and not helpful politically." 

• "Called one of his lawyer friends" 

• "You should take a good look at 
yourself if you are one that is 
pounding on the Dew for helping his 
relative. There is something wrong 
with those that are not willing to help 
a relative because of the political 
consequence it will present." 

• "He should have called the best 
attorney he knows in Allen to make 
that call for him." 

• "He should have not used his 
taxpayer funded and politically 
derived influence." 

• "As a private citizen it is beholden of 
us to want to help family out in crisis, 
but when your the 'Lt. Gov of the 
State of Texas' don't throw your 
weight and title around like its a 'get 
out of jail' free card." 

• "Hire a lawyer" 

• "But, but, but, don't you know who I 
am????" 

• "Helping a relative is not the issue. 
How he went about it is the issue." 

• "Remember Lt Gov Rick Perry 
leaning on the DPS officer during the 
traffic stop to let his suburban just 'get 
on down the road?' Elected officials 
should delegate police issues to 
friends, staff or attorneys . . . and stay 
out of it personally." 

• "Of course he should help his 
relatives, he'd be in the doghouse at 
Thanksgiving if he didn't. He should 
have called a bail bondsman like 
everyone else does." 

• "Would you leave a relative that 
you've known for more than 30 years 
as a dedicated elementary school 
teacher without help in such a 
situation? Are we assuming guilt or 
innocence? I think we should assume 
innocence until PROVEN guilty." 

• "Sure... one should always help 
relatives in need of legal help... so call 
an attorney..." 

• "But not act like a fool," 

• "Called a good attorney in Collin 
County, duh?" 

• "Sure. Hire a lawyer and post bond." 

• "Call a lawyer!" 

• "There is no shame in using all legal 
avenues to help a relative in trouble 
including springing them from jail. 
People are acting like what he did was 
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unheard of in all history, but it 
happens every day." 

• "Hire a lawyer." 

• "Call a lawyer who can arrange for 
bail" 

• "Yes. Call a lawyer." 

• "An inquiry is legit, you making it is 
not. P.S. if you don't know the County 
Judge and Sheriff, don't tell anyone. 
Moron." 

• "He should not have brought up his 
title so much." 

• "Sure, he should do the same thing 
anyone else would do to help a family 
member. Show up and pay bail." 

• "It was nice of him to try to help 
out...he just shouldn't have called 911 
in an effort to use his title to do so." 

• "Yes, but he should have called the 
best lawyer money can buy in Collin 
County, not the Allen Police 
Department." 

• "Have contacted a competent local 
criminal defense lawyer." 

• "Sure, not sure he should have 
leaned on them but..." 

• "Yes. His only minor wrongdoing 
was trying to gently pull rank on the 
cop." 

• "Any of us would do whatever we 
could to get a relative out of jail and 
the Lt. Gov. should have done what 
any of us would have done -- called 
and asked what steps he needed to 
take, Instead, he tried to throw his 
weight around. What is damning 

about this is his lack of judgment, and 
not just politically. How could he 
have thought that what he was doing 
would help his relative?" 

• "But he could have handled it better 
by retaining an attorney to handle, or 
just taking the officer up on the option 
to pay bail that night." 

• "Not when he had been drinking 
Rombauer Chardonnay for a few 
hours." 

• "As a concerned relative, I 
understand his desire to help. But for 
he, himself, to pick up the phone and 
call the PD was probably not the best 
way to handle it." 

• "Yes but you do not call 911." 

• "This guy was in the CIA?" 

• "But be smarts Dave. There are 
better ways. And hey Dave maybe do 
your homework and figure out how 
the system works first. You called the 
wrong folks." 

• "Rookie mistake. You can make 
those calls after an election, but not 
heading into one. Then again, what 
*hasn't* the Dew been tone-deaf about 
during his reign?" 

• "Normally I say yes but in the Dew's 
case he can't help himself of much less 
anyone else" 

• "Anyone can call to help a relative 
get out of jail. You call a bail bond 
office. Or, if you are going to try and 
use power and influence, learn how to 
do it right." 

• "After 10 years in office, if the best 
he can do is make a drunk, personal 
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call, it shows how far down he has 
brought the office." 

• "I have mixed feelings. People do 
that sort of thing for family and 
friends. But, the price of a night in jail 
is pretty cheap compared to the price 
of two weeks of news coverage about 
it." 

• "He should have handled it 
differently." 

• "It's not a sin to help a relative. It is 
however inappropriate to mention, 
several times, that you are the Lt. Gov. 
of the State of Texas when you are 
doing it." 

• "Of course.... call a lawyer friend in 
the area and have him check it out...." 

• "Call a lawyer..." 

• "Stupid Stupid Stupid" 

• "Should have called a lawyer, like 
anyone else" 

• "He should have called an 
attorney...instead of drunk-dialing!" 

• "Stupid is as stupid does." 

• "And he really didn't." 

• "Ok to help. Probably not best to 
have called 911. Less rambling would 
have also been good." 

• "Only what average citizen could 
have done. Provide bail?" 

• "Call a lawyer like everyone else" 

• "Except maybe post bond." 

• "Made to order campaign issue." 

• "Not what he did"

 

On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is a big deal and 5 is nothing at all, how 
damaging — politically speaking — is Dewhurst's taped phone call 
with City of Allen Police?

• "One more drip in sad flow of 
missteps." 

• "Just the latest slice in his political 
death by a thousand cuts." 

• "It would have been a 1 but he 
sounded like a damned wuss 
republican!" 

• "Wouldn't have been so bad if 
Dewhurst hasn't had such bad luck 
over the last few years. Just seems to 
reinforce the idea that he can't do 
anything exactly right and things 
never seem to go his way." 

• "A regular citizen knows that the 
best way to get a friend or relative out 
of jail is to post bond with an attorney. 
Either he is so removed from 
everyday life that he lacks common 
sense, or he thought his position 
would have some influence. Either 
way, it hurts him." 

• "The problem is that it feeds into a 
politically awkward and ineffectual 
narrative." 

• "You'd think it would be the last 
straw in the Lt Gov's political career, 
but in reality probably half the public 
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forgot about it as soon as Miley hit the 
stage, and the other half are just 
wishing they had a relative who could 
do that for them." 

• "It speaks more to his weakness 
than anything untoward." 

• "At least he didn't say, 'Do you 
know who I am?' and, 'Why don't you 
just let us get along down the road.'" 

• "Reaffirms tea party cynicism 
toward the elitist/ruling class sense of 
privilege and corporate entitlement" 

• "He's so wounded at this point from 
the cumulative missteps he's made 
since starting his U.S. Senate 
campaign that, at this stage, incidents 
like this feed into his strongly-
established negatives." 

• "The most damaging part of the tale 
to me was that he didn't know you 
can now self-checkout at the grocery 
store. You'd think #1 Pick would 
know that." 

• "People understand using your 
position in order to obtain favors, and 
they generally frown upon it." 

• "And this guy was in the CIA? No 
wonder Morales is President." 

• "While it's not the full-blown season 
yet, when it is, the tape will be run 
over and over again by his nasty 
opponents. And he sounds drunk to 
boot, which I can't believe no one has 
yet mentioned." 

• "It’s editable and distributable in 
this age of" 

• "The recording was a political gift 
personally wrapped by Dewhurst and 

delivered to his opponents. I seriously 
doubt he can recover from all of his 
political mistakes. The odds of him 
making it to a run-off is slim to none." 

• "If this was an anomaly it would be 
fine. The problem is that it shows 
Dew's continued political ineptness." 

• "Timing is everything and this 
couldn't have happened at a worse 
time. Politically, next to last nail in 
coffin." 

• "It is the least of his worries. It is a 
petty point and why raise it when 
there are many more substantive 
issues to raise in an effort to hurt or 
discredit him." 

• "Pretty big deal now, but short-term 
memories will prevail, as usual." 

• "No one likes that guy who plays 
the 'Do you know who I am?' card. 
Regardless how he spins it, Dewhurst 
is that guy." 

• "This is harmful mainly because 
voters can see that Dewhurst's 
explanation contradicts what the tape 
shows: he was throwing his weight 
around (in a surprisingly ham-handed 
way) and, despite telling the officer he 
wanted to follow the typical 
procedure, he was clearly fishing for 
special treatment." 

• "It's a big screw-up. But wait, there 
are even more colossal screw-ups still 
to come. That boy is snake-bit." 

• "NONE of the candidates are 
perfect. Each has faults." 

• "Hard to handicap because: 1.) 
Dewhurst is hurt anyways and 2.) The 
public has such a poor image of 
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elected officials that few things bother 
them much anymore. That said, 
anytime you are taped doing 
something (video or audio) it can 
really be used against you in a serious 
way." 

• "I'm not sure it is any more 
damaging than his shenanigans over 
the special sessions or the lack of 
control in the filibuster, but it can't 
help. This is about optics and honestly 
for someone about to be challenged 
seriously this was a bush league 
move." 

• "Is more significant because it 
reinforces idea of damaged goods 
after Cruz defeat and his handling of 
abortion debate." 

• "Depends on how it's portrayed in 
February 2014. And how honest Gov. 
Dewhurst is with voters about it." 

• "It is not a big deal but opportunists 
will keep it alive. I can still hear 
Staples chuckling 'giggity giggity'" 

• "Law enforcement groups have a 
license to pick another candidate." 

• "These things can be innocuous but 
if they feed a credible narrative 
regarding the candidate, they can 
become the face of the narrative. In 
this case: out of touch rich guy who 
thinks he is above the law. Roll the 
tape." 

• "If he didn't already have a 
reputation for being above the lives of 
ordinary people, it wouldn't hurt so 
much." 

• "If CSCOPE can be trumped up, 
why not this?" 

• "I'm not sure anyone is truly 
surprised by a lapse of judgment by a 
politician. I think the surprise would 
be learning that someone didn't 
capitalize on their officeholder status." 

• "For anyone else, it probably 
would've been closer to a 5. But the 
snowball named Dewhurst is 
gathering more and more debris as it 
rapidly moves downhill." 

• "It was kind of pathetic, really. Sort 
of like a woman flashing a cop some 
skin to try to get out of a traffic ticket." 

• "Dewhurst was already in such a 
hole that it is hard to imagine this 
made it much worse. Politically, he is 
a dead man walking." 

• "It gives his opponent something to 
ding him with, but I don't think the 
average voter will hold it against him. 
He doesn't have a reputation of being 
a big bully around the state." 

• "Totally nothing at all. Dewhurst 
simply doesn't have any opponent 
with money or Ted Cruz-like appeal. 
Even if this story had any legs, there's 
no opponent with the resources who 
can do anything with it. Dewhurst 
will beat these guys, probably without 
a runoff." 

• "A case study needs to be written 
when he finishes 3rd in the primary 
on his slide down." 

• "He did not ask for anything other 
than information, but that is not how 
the general public will interpret it. 
Probably should not have mentioned 
the No. #1 pick thing." 

• "By itself, the incident is not a big 
deal. However, it feeds a larger 
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narrative of incompetence by the 
lieutenant governor. Also, it makes 
great fodder for an attack ad." 

• "Who calls 911? Why not call his 
staff and find a lawyer or someone 
that could help." 

• "It depends on what his opponents 
do with it." 

• "Reminds me of the joke where the 
guy puts a gun to his head and says 
stop me before I kill again" 

• "At least one of his opponents will 
play time and time again about his 
abuse of power." 

• "Probably a small deal come this 
next spring, but it hurts now." 

• "Politically speaking, he's the only 
one that doesn't realize that he 
damaged!!" 

• "It's another straw on the camel's 
back -- joining many already there." 

• "The call itself is not damaging...but 
this shows a pattern of bad judgment." 

• "Another blow. They add up." 

• "Call a lawyer or have one of your 
minions call a lawyer."

 

Should Attorney General Greg Abbott be trying to stop the American 
Airlines merger?

• "In a GOP primary, how does siding 
with Eric Holder and the Obama 
Justice Department help him?" 

• "His conservative critics, including 
the Dallas Chamber, are using a 
support business and jobs narrative, 
Abbott has said but should stress 
more that his goal is to protect 
consumers from higher airfares." 

• "Obviously a donor is influencing 
his decision. It will come out sooner or 
later who is pulling his strings." 

• "The proper question should be: 
Should the State of Texas be trying to 
stop the AA merger. Abbott's not 
acting in his personal capacity, he's 
doing it as the top lawyer for the state, 
so the question should be whether the 
State has a dog in that fight, and 
clearly it does--anti-trust, competition, 
etc. issues galore!" 

• "You've got Rick Perry mau-mauing 
other states about our business 
climate and the presumptive next 
Attorney General is taking on a job 
killer mission w/a major Texas 
employer?" 

• "It's probably not good for the 
airline industry to reduce competition 
at this point -- anyone familiar with 
American's underwhelming service 
and take-it-or-leave it attitude is afraid 
of the carrier gaining the market share 
it will with the merger. While I am 
frankly surprised that Abbott is 
fighting it, it's the right thing to do." 

• "Maybe two years ago, but not when 
you're running for governor in a state 
where one of the largest employers is 
American Airlines." 
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• "How can any self respecting 
business republican want government 
involved in business." 

• "Perfect chance for Wendy Davis to 
demonstrate her commitment to the 
Texas economy." 

• "It does not help him win support in 
N. Texas." 

• "Probably sought to stop united 
continental merger too as airline 
industry is increasingly non 
competitive." 

• "We are capitalists and should 
govern like capitalists. What was all 
that talk about limited government?" 

• "The what? Is Jimmy Carter 
president again?" 

• "What a dumb move; to go against 
one of the state's biggest employers 
where a lot of employees could have 
been future Abbott voters! I'm still 
laughing." 

• "Let the free market determine the 
winners and losers. Competition will 
be there with or without the merger." 

• "His legal 'interventions' haven't 
exactly been fruitful as of late." 

• "Politically, probably not. Abbott 
has built a reputation of suing Obama 
and that makes it hard for Abbott to 
explain why he is joining Obama in 
suing a Texas company. But legally, 
no way to know the right answer 
because antitrust questions are 
ungodly tangled and complex, 
depending on detailed industry data 
and expert economic testimony." 

• "He's on the wrong side of the issue. 
Anytime you side with the Obama 
DOJ, you're on the wrong side of the 
issue." 

• "His op-ed didn't give convincing 
arguments for doing so." 

• "Big mistake," 

• "There is plenty of competition in 
DFW between American and 
Southwest Airlines. What about 
Continental and United? What is he 
doing?" 

• "No way. One bad combined airline 
is better for Texas than a bankrupt 
airline and a bad smaller airline." 

• "Shouldn't Abbott be supporting 
free-market competition?" 

• "Ah, he only sues the Feds." 

• "I thought repubs were all for free 
enterprise and business to be allowed 
to make as much money a possible." 

• "More importantly, how will the 
universe react to Abbott and the 
Obama Administration being on the 
same side of an issue?" 

• "Not unless someone is breaking the 
law." 

• "I really think this is a job for the 
federal government, and that he 
should stay out of it." 

• "It’s law and fact dependent, and I 
really don't know either well enough 
to answer." 

• "Why is Abbott playing small ball 
with this issue? Use broad strokes and 
coast to primary victory." 
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• "He has stepped into something 
smelly in North Texas. AA is a major 
Texas employer. The airline's future is 
tenuous without the merger. AA's 
failure would have a profound 
negative impact on the North Texas 
economy. I understand the 
'competition' argument, but what 
about all those Texas employees who 
will lose their jobs if the airline fails? It 
is a strategic error for him to pursue 
this matter at this time." 

• "I am sure there is a good reason to 
intervene but this should be better 
communicated. If AA cannot merge, 
what is the end game? Do they 
proceed to liquidation in 
bankruptcy?" 

• "Someone needs to look into how 
much money Abbott has taken from 
Southwest." 

• "It is a legal fight he doesn't have a 
business in." 

• "Seems the Republicans want less 
government involvement except for 

their specific issue of choice, and then 
they want government to 
micromanage our lives. They seem 
particularly interested in women." 

• "Let the market dictate the 
outcome." 

• "Becoming a litigious fool...." 

• "It's absolutely mystifying.... no 
clear reason for this intervention has 
been articulated" 

• "Heck no!" 

• "No! Why? It just makes no sense 
legally or politically." 

• "No. That is the federal 
government's job. Since, he appears to 
be so concerned with what the federal 
government is doing, I would suggest 
he is running for the wrong office." 

• "AA will fail without the merger

 

Should the U.S. Department of Justice be suing Texas to block its 
voter photo ID law?

• "No brainer. Texas is a poster child 
for blatant, intentional discrimination. 
Even Abbott's defense of partisan 
redistricting explicitly acknowledged 
that race was considered, even if as a 
proxy for party." 

• "It isn't hyperbole to say it is a 
modern-day Jim Crow law. It 
disproportionately affects minorities 
and the poor." 

• "The DOJ also shouldn't be selling 
guns to Mexican drug cartels, but oh 

well. How about the DOJ prosecute 
voter intimidation and fraud cases." 

• "We have time honored tradition of 
minority voter suppression--res ipsa 
loquitor" 

• "Seriously? Of course it should. The 
Straus-led House has repeatedly 
voted for voter suppression measures 
and will continue to do so until 
stopped. The open secret is that 
Republicans need to reduce minority 
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turnout while maximizing white 
turnout to succeed electorally." 

• "Eric Holder is an ass." 

• "ABSOLUTELY!!!" 

• "It's time for Obama to stop the war 
on Texas" 

• "My grandparents and parents were 
poorer than poor in Mexico, yet they 
had their voting ID card (credential) 
and did not miss a vote. It's time for 
Democrats to stop playing the victim 
and stop demeaning the poor." 

• "The total number of poor whites in 
the state is bigger than the total 
number of poor Hispanics and blacks. 
Yet Justice is trying to claim that a 
voting law somehow affects poor 
people more than others (and it has no 
evidence that is true), because of 
racially disparate poverty rates, but 
there is no evidence of voting 
discrimination and therefore no 
violation of Section 2." 

• "Only if what Texas is doing is 
illegal or unconstitutional." 

• "The Feds want to make someone 
the example. Texas gets cast in that 
role (again)." 

• "Passing the Voter ID law was much 
more symbolism than substance; the 
Obama lawsuit against Texas Voter ID 
is much more symbolism than 
substance." 

• "For sure - other states can have 
voter ID laws, but not Texas. That's 
justice." 

• "Racial sensitivities have gone wild 
without just cause." 

• "DOJ needs to find something better 
to do. Like track down guns sold to 
Mexican drug cartels, for instance." 

• "They lost but Washington has 
already decided to let the current 
administration do what it wants." 

• "The state's history of intentional 
discrimination (which hasn't ended 
yet) is precisely why voters here need 
federal protection." 

• "'Illegal' immigrants do not attempt 
to vote! This is a stupid law!!!" 

• "The DOJ's redistricting suit is pure 
partisan politics and the Obama DOJ 
is in the wrong. The Texas voter photo 
ID law is pure partisan politics and 
Texas is in the wrong. The DOJ should 
be suing because the law does nothing 
but disenfranchise voters." 

• "C'mon, really. Who doesn't have an 
ID?" 

• "When big Democrats like Eric 
Holder take such intellectually 
dishonest and cynical steps, it justifies 
every crazy thing that the right wing 
does to counter them. Every sane 
American knows that no one will be 
deprived of the right to vote because 
they do not have a photo ID. No one, 
zip, nada. Still Holder and the media 
create division and race bait by 
opposing a photo ID and pretending 
they are standing on principle. We are 
so far beyond this. How many election 
cycles are we away from a thumb or 
iris scan." 

• "They'll lose." 

• "Good grief." 
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• "Why good gracious why do I forget 
there is only racism south of the 
Mason Dixon line." 

• "The current Justice Department has 
been politicized to the point of 
absurdity under this administration. 
Holder is an embarrassment." 

• "If it is okay for the R's to play 
politics with voter laws, why not the 
D's." 

• "No. Stay out of our business. I have 
to show my driver's license for 
everything. That being said, Texas 
should have allowed other forms of 

picture ID, like school IDs, to be 
used." 

• "They need to stay out of individual 
state's issues. Texas is quite capable of 
governing itself." 

• "Obama gets up every morning 
hating. He thinks we care. The more 
he tries to tell us what to do, the more 
we will resist. And in Texas, resistance 
isn't futile, it’s genetic." 

• "Another overreach by the race-
obsessed Obama administration" 

• "Let the DOJ prove the law is 
discriminatory in court."

 

Should Ted Cruz renounce his Canadian dual citizenship?

• "He's never going to be president 
anyway, so who cares?" 

• "Kind of funny to see the whole 
birther thing does still persist in some 
form on the other side, or at least Cruz 
postures like it matters." 

• "While I believe he behaves a little 
too ambitiously and needs to pay his 
dues, I see this as nothing more than 
an attempt by Democrats and their 
allies in the press to discredit him. So 
what? I wasn't a birther either, but I 
opposed Obama on policy (and 
believed he wasn't ready either which 
does appear to be the case)." 

• "Given his political persona, he 
needs to, but in the real world its just 
entertainment." 

• "I mean, only if he wants to be 
elected in the United States." 

• "I'd rather him renounce his 
extremist positions that place him at 
the fringe of the fringe." 

• "Pandering at it worst- how much 
more blatantly political do you need 
to be to be seen through? Denying 
your heritage, what's next for 
expediency?" 

• "Isn't he also Cuban?" 

• "Caught in a trap of his own 
invention, eh? Take off the to great 
brown south, cubano." 

• "Who cares? Cruz doesn't display 
any of the nicer qualities associated 
with Canadians -- the Canadians 
probably want him to renounce it!" 

• "You should not have dual 
allegiance to a foreign country - even 
Canada. I know Senate employees 
can't." 
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• "I don't care. If he runs for president 
I guess he should. But really, who 
cares." 

• "Maple syrup y chorizo?" 

• "Don't know or care." 

• "He will need some place to retire 
when voters figure him out." 

• "Who cares?" 

• "What about his Cuban citizenship 
by virtue of his birth to a Cuban 
father?" 

• "While his at it, he should also 
denounce his Cuban citizenship. We 
have a Senator who is a legal citizen of 
Cuba, Canada, and America all at the 
same time and who wants to be 
president. Doesn't the Book of 
Revelations mention something about 
this?" 

• "He should run for President of 
Canada and President of the United 
State, unite the Northern Hemisphere 
and join us with Mexico to form the 
North American Free Trade Union." 

• "Does it really matter?" 

• "Who cares but the idiots he caters 
to." 

• "It is completely irrelevant. He 
should stand up and say so. What, do 
we think he is a spy for Canada, or is 
somehow disloyal to the U.S. because 
the circumstances of his birth 
accorded him dual citizenship in our 
extremely friendly ally and neighbor 
to the North?" 

• "This entire ordeal is foolishness, 
just like the Obama birther argument." 

• "Sad to say, but explicitly 
renouncing Canada may give Cruz 
some upside on the birther issue." 

• "Why would anyone want Canadian 
citizenship?!" 

• "Since Michelle Obama proclaimed 
Obama's homeland as Kenya, many 
Americans think it wise to be more 
careful in the future to make 
absolutely sure where a candidate's 
allegiances lie." 

• "I think Canada should renounce 
Ted Cruz" 

• "Why is he so worried about it? 
Surely he is content in the United 
States Senate." 

• "After a few more years under the 
President's 'economic recovery', 
Canada might not look like such a bad 
spot to move. For that reason alone, 
Sen. Cruz might want to keep it." 

• "The timing of his decision to 
renounce his Canadian citizenship 
makes it appear as if he is doing so 
purely for political reasons." 

• "He said he wants to because his 
allegiance is the U.S. If he wants to do, 
then he should do it." 

• "Don't care" 

• "It will remain a story until he does." 

• "Although it would have been nice 
if he could have been screwing with 
only 35 million people, instead of 315 
million." 

• "Priceless." 
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• "Who cares?? But I do want to point 
out to all the CRAZIES that President 
Obama was born in Honolulu, Hawaii 
- to an AMERICAN citizen mother! 
He is an AMERICAN CITIZEN (you 
inbred Jeds!)" 

• "From a legal standpoint, I don't 
think an elected U.S. official should 
have dual citizenship. From a comedic 
one, it has been great to observe the 
actions and comments coming from 
the same people who questioned the 
current White House occupier's 
status." 

• "Yes, but only if he is considering a 
presidential run." 

• "Of course he should. One country 
is enough." 

• "Who cares?" 

• "It would come in handy 
backpacking across Europe." 

• "If he has any intention to run for 
President, for appearances sake, there 
should be no question whatsoever 
about his allegiance." 

• "I thought Canadians were 
supposed to be nice." 

• "Sure. The Canadians can't retaliate. 
What are they going to do, stop 
exporting hockey mullets to the US? 
Big whoop." 

• "And then his Texas Citizenship" 

• "It is time to set up a Cruz birther 
investigative unit. If his alleged birth 
certificate in in French we will know 
he is a plant sent by the French to take 
over America." 

• "Don't care is the more appropriate 
response. He should have been 
designated in high school as the 
individual most likely to do 
irreparable harm to the Republican 
Party in Texas." 

• "Actually, I don't mean I 'Don't 
Know.' You didn't have a box for I 
'Don't Care.'" 

• "Absolutely not, he should embrace 
it." 

• "He needs to clear the issue" 

• "Ted is credibly a Texan. He should 
have renounced his citizenship even if 
he were from Oklahoma. He knows 
that." 

• "It's a distraction. He is smart to get 
it out of the way." 

• "Who cares." 

• "Where are the birthers now?" 

• "Still baffled why Dewhurst didn't 
raise Cruz's birthplace, and continued 
citizenship in a non-US country, when 
Cruz was asking voters to let him 
serve in the United States Senate." 

• "Doesn't matter" 

• "Two quotes, please: 'We should 
renounce his U.S. citizenship.' 'Explain 
to me how this is different than what 
so many claimed prevented Obama 
from serving?'" 

• "But I still think he's ineligible to be 
President." 

• "Could he go back to Canada?"
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Our thanks to this week's participants: Gene Acuna, Cathie Adams, Brandon 
Aghamalian, Jenny Aghamalian, Victor Alcorta, Clyde Alexander, George Allen, 
Jay Arnold, Louis Bacarisse, Charles Bailey, Tom Banning, Dave Beckwith, 
Rebecca Bernhardt, Andrew Biar, Allen Blakemore, Tom Blanton, Hugh Brady, 
Chris Britton, Raif Calvert, Kerry Cammack, Thure Cannon, Janis Carter, Corbin 
Casteel, William Chapman, Elizabeth Christian, Elna Christopher, Kevin Cooper, 
Addie Mae Crimmins, Beth Cubriel, Randy Cubriel, Denise Davis, Hector De 
Leon, June Deadrick, Nora Del Bosque, Tom Duffy, David Dunn, Richard Dyer, 
Jeff Eller, Jack Erskine, John Esparza, Jon Fisher, Robert Floyd, Wil Galloway, 
Norman Garza, Dominic Giarratani, Bruce Gibson, Stephanie Gibson, Kinnan 
Golemon, Daniel Gonzalez, John Greytok, Jack Gullahorn, Clint Hackney, 
Anthony Haley, Wayne Hamilton, Bill Hammond, John Heasley, Ken Hodges, 
Laura Huffman, Deborah Ingersoll, Cal Jillson, Jason Johnson, Bill Jones, Mark 
Jones, Robert Jones, Lisa Kaufman, Robert Kepple, Richard Khouri, Tom 
Kleinworth, Ramey Ko, Sandy Kress, Nick Lampson, Pete Laney, Dick Lavine, 
James LeBas, Luke Legate, Richard Levy, Ruben Longoria, Matt Mackowiak, 
Luke Marchant, Bryan Mayes, Suzi McClellan, Dan McClung, Robert Miller, Bee 
Moorhead, Mike Moses, Steve Murdock, Keir Murray, Keats Norfleet, Pat 
Nugent, Todd Olsen, Nef Partida, Gardner Pate, Robert Peeler, Jerry Philips, 
Tom Phillips, Wayne Pierce, Richard Pineda, Allen Place, Kraege Polan, Gary 
Polland, Jay Pritchard, Jay Propes, Brian Rawson, Karen Reagan, Tim Reeves, 
Patrick Reinhart, Kim Ross, Grant Ruckel, Jason Sabo, Andy Sansom, Stan 
Schlueter, Bruce Scott, Robert Scott, Steve Scurlock, Christopher Shields, Jason 
Skaggs, Ed Small, Todd Smith, Larry Soward, Dennis Speight, Tom Spilman, Bill 
Stevens, Bob Strauser, Colin Strother, Michael Quinn Sullivan, Sherry Sylvester, 
Jay Thompson, Russ Tidwell, Gerard Torres, Trey Trainor, Vicki Truitt, Corbin 
Van Arsdale, Ware Wendell, David White, Darren Whitehurst, Christopher 
Williston, Seth Winick, Alex Winslow, Peck Young, Angelo Zottarelli. 


